Tennis Match Results
Miami vs Pepperdine
5/13/2022 at Malibu, Calif.
(Ralphs-Straus Tennis Center)

#8 Pepperdine 4, #9 Miami 0

**Singles competition**
1. #91 Janice Tjen (PEP) vs. #37 Eden Richardson (UM) 7-5, 4-2, unfinished
2. #15 Shiori Fukuda (PEP) def. #33 Daevenia Achong (UM) 6-1, 6-1
3. #27 Lisa Zaar (PEP) vs. #92 Isabella Pfennig (UM) 7-6 (7-2), unfinished
4. #40 Taisiya Pachkaleva (PEP) def. Maya Tahan (UM) 7-6 (7-2), 6-0
5. #85 Savannah Broadus (PEP) def. Audrey Boch-Collins (UM) 6-1, 6-0
6. #59 Victoria Flores (PEP) vs. Tatyana Nikolenko (UM) 6-4, 2-4, unfinished

**Doubles competition**
1. #45 Victoria Flores/Lisa Zaar (PEP) vs. #13 Daevenia Achong/Eden Richardson (UM) 5-4, unfinished
2. #42 Savannah Broadus/Janice Tjen (PEP) def. Tatyana Nikolenko/Maya Tahan (UM) 6-2
3. Shiori Fukuda/Taisiya Pachkaleva (PEP) def. Audrey Boch-Collins/Isabella Pfennig (UM) 6-3

Match Notes:
Miami 19-6, 10-3 ACC; National ranking #9
Pepperdine 23-6, 7-0 WCC; National ranking #8
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3); Singles (5,2,4)
NCAA Team Championship Round of 16
Pepperdine seeded eighth, Miami seeded ninth
Pepperdine advances to face North Carolina in the quarterfinals